Sustaining Projects
and Site Support Services

Onyx Projects delivers engineering and project management services
to the resources sector.
We have a solid track record of adding value to our clients’ businesses
through the delivery of sustaining projects and providing a range of
site services.
Our experience covers the project lifecycle from initial opportunity
screening through to final handover to site operations.

About us

Sustaining
Projects
Our involvement often starts by working jointly
with site operations on problem identification,
root cause analysis, providing recommended
options and preliminary estimates of total
installed cost and schedule. Our focus is on
reliability improvement and production
enhancement.
Following project sanction we can complete
engineering only or, if required, full EPCM
services up to and including final acceptance
and project close-out support. Alternatively we
can offer Design & Construct services through
our well established relationships with
construction contractors.

Site Services
We offer a range of site services, including:
• Engineering surveys, inspection and condition assessments
• Contract management
• Safety management
• Construction supervision
• Commissioning and ramp-up support
• Project and engineering support / secondment

Transfer Chutes

Conveyors

A large number of our sustaining projects involve
rectification of problematic transfer chutes with issues
including excessive liner wear, belt tracking / wear, chute
blockage / spillage and restricted operational access.
Following site audits, and in close collaboration with key
site stakeholders, we determine root causes and develop
practical solutions which are drawn from our experience
of solving similar issues. Discrete Element Modelling
(DEM) techniques may be undertaken to assist in
benchmarking the issue and develop pragmatic solutions.
Onyx has experience with various industry wear liners and
their relative advantages and limitations: we provide our
clients unbiased, independent advice on optimum liner
selection.
We have successfully reduced downtime, improved
reliability and capacity on transfer chutes with products
ranging from primary crushed ore through to highly
cohesive and adhesive fines and tails materials. Our
experience covers the entire process plant transfer
systems from ROM bin through to rail loading and ship
loading.

We undertake audits, studies and re-designs on materials
handling systems from primary crushed ore through to
ship loading of lump and fines products.
We conduct root cause analysis for a range of problems
such as belt tracking, spillage, start-up and blocked chutes
pull-out issues, belt and pulley failures, tramp metal, and
equipment failures.
By undertaking site audits, dynamic conveyor analysis,
referencing latest design standards and considering the
problems holistically our pragmatic re-designs improve
operability and reliability.

“ Our independently run annual customer
satisfaction survey in 2016 recorded a 5% increase
to 90% for both overall customer satisfaction and
likelihood of using Onyx again. The likelihood of
recommending Onyx to others, stands at an
impressive 85%.
These results are reflected in the high levels of
repeat business from satisfied clients and calls from
new clients who have heard positive feedback on
Onyx Projects from industry colleagues.”
Ian Beaumont
Onyx Projects Managing Director

Modelling and
Design Tools
Our engineers have in-house DEM and FEA modelling
expertise allowing continuity of resources for site audits
and inspection, advanced analysis, detailed design and
site supervision covering fabrication, installation and
handover to site operations. Single point accountability
for the full project lifecycle improves quality and
successful outcomes for our clients.
We utilise industry standard design tools including BFA,
Rocky, Microstation, AutoCAD/ Revit, Helix, SmartPlant,
SpaceGass, Strand7, and a range of other specialist and
in-house software tools to produce designs, 3D models
and construction drawings depending on project needs
and client requirements.
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Structural
Integrity
Management
Mine and port facilities have a large base of structures
supporting on-going operations. These structures are
generally high risk being highly specialised, heavily loaded
and exposed to demanding operating conditions.
We assist resources operators in managing their risks by
undertaking the audit, inspection, advanced structural
analysis, calculations and engineering reporting for a
range of steel, concrete, earth retaining structures, mobile
equipment, cranes, hoists and winches used in the
resources sector.
Structural Integrity Management is becoming increasingly
important for our clients as assets reach the end of their
original design life.

Electrical,
Instrumentation
and Control
System Services
In addition to discipline engineering for sustaining
projects, we deliver a range of specialist services covering:
• Project and system reviews (eg benchmarking studies)
• Audits (eg standards compliance, obsolescence, system
failures, energy efficiency, reliability, Functional Safety)
• Specialist studies (eg instrumentation selection and
design, smart instrumentation network design, alarm
rationalisation / abnormal situation analysis, operator
graphics, equipment failure root cause analysis, option
selection, lightning, lighting, load flow, network and
protection, process control, Functional Safety,
equipment life extension, maintenance, spares and
OPEX reduction)
• Site as-building and upgrade designs
• Site services (including secondment of senior personnel,
construction supervision, commissioning, ramp-up and
optimisation, system configuration and maintenance).

Outcomes and Client Benefits
Client benefits include:
• Cost-effective and fit-for-purpose designs that stand up to challenging service conditions
• Designs can be easily fabricated and constructed: often by the site maintenance crew in the case of
defective elimination
• Successfully delivered sustaining projects resulting in improved plant reliability and reduced variance
between plant nameplate capacity, production forecast and actual plant capacity
• Reduced risks and operating costs

Our clients
Our clients include resource operators and main
contractors
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Atlas Iron
BHP Billiton
Brierty
CITIC Pacific Mining
Cliffs Natural Resources
CME
Downer
Fortescue Metals Group (FMG)
Kerman
Lendlease
Karara Mining
Minara Resources
Monadelphous
QUBE
RioTinto
Roy Hill
Santos
Southern Ports Authority
Tellus Holdings
Thiess
UGL
Valmec
Water Corporation

Services
Our proven organisational capability covers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management and Project Controls
Process Engineering
Mechanical and Piping Engineering
Civil and Structural Engineering
Electrical, Instrumentation and Control System
Engineering
3D Layout and Design
Procurement and Contract Management
Construction Management
Commissioning and Plant Start-Up
Shutdown Management

Contact us
For more information on our capability visit
www.onyxprojects.com or email us at
admin@onyxprojects.com
Office
Level 9, Parmelia House
191 St Georges Terrace
Perth, WA 6000, Australia
Ph: +61 8 6467 2900
Fax: +61 8 6467 2949
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